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ABSTRACT : Seismic exploration in geologically complex areas is always a challenging task from both technical and logistic point
of view. The seismic images available in Badarpur area of Assam Arakan fold belt are very poor because of various factors such as
tectonic complexities, rapid variation in near surface acoustic properties even in the synclinal portion etc. Critical offset and long
offset analysis of a numerical model of Badarpur area along a key line was done to find out the expected critical offset to capture
the rays. Ray paths were also generated and analyzed using the model to find out the optimum spread geometry required to map
the subsurface complex structures. The present paper is a model study in a geologically complex area. It is an assessment of
logistical facilities and technological utilities that contribute to a 2D mapping of geologically complex area.

INTRODUCTION

Geophysicists have made significant progress
towards overcoming the physical and technical problems of
seismic exploration in complex areas and hostile terrain.
However technical problems with acquisition and processing
of seismic problems pertaining to proper utilization of seismic
exploration in complex areas is especially important today
because of increased demands of gas and petroleum
exploration in these regions. The block for study (Fig. 1) is
located in Cachar, Karimganj and Hailakandi district of Barak
valley, Assam. Relief and topographic trends of the area are
directly related to the tectonic deformations of the region, the
major portion of the area is covered with hilly terrain with
steep slopes and dense jungles. The broad synclines are plain

cultivated paddy fields with bills (ponds) and swamps. The
northern portion of the area is comparatively less elevated
and infested with bills and paddy fields. The Barak river and
its tributary Dhaleswari are major rivers of the area.

The entire Cachar area forms a part of the north south
trending, compressed thrust and fold belt of Assam – Arakan
Geo-synclinal basin. Badarpur anticline is northeastern most
in the structure. The eastern contact with Katakhal syncline is
marked by a major thrust (lower main thrust) covered under
alluvium. Doubly plunging asymmetric Badarpur anticline
trends   N-S in the north and NE-SW in the south. Eastern limb
of the structures are affected by a major thrust, E-W Katigora
fault along the Barak river separates Badarpur anticline from
Hillara anticline. The combined effects of all the above
geological and geophysical conditions in rugged and over
thrust areas generally produce seismic data with poor signal
to noise ratio. The Badarpur anticline is the first structure in
this part of the basin, which yielded oil in commercial scale.
Till date the confirmation of hydrocarbon is from up thrust
block only. The estimated reserves of the Badarpur field is
0.03 MMT. The traps are mostly structural. The reservoir rocks
are Bhuban and Renji sands; the source rocks are Jenam shales.
The interbedded shales provide the cap.

PREVIOUS STUDIES

!!!!! PRELIMINARY REPORT ON SBP-1 WELL, 1990, BY
SCHLUMBERGER

The objective of the study is to identify and solve
the “No Data Problem”. The recommendations are directional
acquisition, shear wave seismic acquisition and 3D seismic
acquisition.Figure 1: Area Map
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!!!!! ENHANCEMENT OF SEISMIC DATA IN CACHAR,
1991, BY KDMIPE, ONGC

The project is “Simulation Of Numerical Model Of
Badarpur Anticline And Ray Tracing To Optimize Field
Parameters”. The recommendations are: the group interval
not to exceed 30 m, asymmetric split spread 2200m (in east) &
2400 m (in west), side swipes likely to contaminate the data
and emphasis should be on 3D & 3D-3C surveys.

Previous seismic exploration surveys, conducted in
the block, provided reasonable data on the syncline and low
profile areas but seismic signal on the crests/peaks of the
anticlines were scattered with high noise content. Model study
is necessary for data acquisition in such complex areas.

MODELLING & SURVEY DESIGN

        The following studies have been done based
on the subsurface geological model of the area:

! Critical angle analysis
! Ray tracing and modeling
! Proposed geometry

CRITICAL ANGLE ANALYSIS

 The basic principle of wide angle is that the
amplitudes of the vertical ground motion are larger in the critical
angle region than in the near vertical region, especially
amplitudes coming from deeper boundaries with small velocity
contrast. The critical angle for the zone of interest varies from
45º to 75º for the given model (Fig. 2) assuming two layer case.

The critical offset analysis for 45º and 75º are shown
in (Fig. 3 & 4) respectively for dipping reflector. For reflector
with zero dip, critical offset is twice the depth of the reflector.
As the dip approaches 45º, the critical offset approaches
infinity. This means that critical reflection from such interface
can be tracked for dips less than 45º. For an interface with
75ºcritical angle and zero degree dip, critical offset is seven
and half times the depth of the reflector. As the dip approaches
15º the critical offset approaches infinity. This means that
critical reflections from such interface can be tracked for dips
less than 15º only.

RAY TRACING AND MODELING

Ray tracing on the model (Fig. 2) was conducted to
study the illumination of the various reflectors:

Figure 2: Subsurface geological model along a Line

Figure3: Plot of ratio of offset to depth versus reflector dip for
θc=450

Figure 4:  Plot of ratio of offset to depth versus reflector dip for
θc=75°
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Shot gather ray tracing

Ray tracing was carried out with 12 km end on spread
(Fig. 5) and 6 km+ 6km split spread (Fig. 6) with 30 m group
interval.

Ray tracing with shot placed on the reflector

Ray tracing was carried out by placing the shot on
Renji top to study the complicated ray bending at various
interfaces, which is very obvious as can be seen in Fig. 7 & 8.

WIDE-ANGLE ANALYSIS

A generalized study was carried out to see the
capture of critical angle reflection within the split spread of
6km + 6km. The shot gather and the amplitude plot along
Lower Bhuban (LB) top are shown in Fig. 9 & 10. It is found
that due to complex geological setup and excessive ray
bending at many of the interfaces, stronger amplitudes are
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Figure 5: 12 Km End on ray tracing of all layers

Figure 6: 6 Km + 6 Km Split spread ray tracing on Renji top

Figure 7: Shot point on Renji top (SP 5500)

Figure 8: Shot point on Renji top (SP 8000)

Figure 9 :  Amplitude Vs Offset Plot On LB top
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seen within the shot gather i.e. the offset requirement has
been reduced. This shall provide a leverage of recording
stronger amplitude and offer a chance to record otherwise
weaker events.

MODEL INITIALIZATION

A symmetrical split spread (SSS) was shot along the
entire model length of 13 Km with receiver and shot interval of
30m and spread of 6000m on either side. With this geometry
synthetic shot gathers were generated as the basic data and
used for all subsequent analysis. This was then subjected to
regular processing sequence upto stack level (Fig. 11).

In the synthetic stack section a break in the continuity
(shadow zone) is observed. Since the synthetic data contains
only reflections and diffractions, the existence of such shadow
zone needs special attention.
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Figure 10: High Amplitude Zones Due To Critical Angle Capture

Figure 11: Stack section: SSS 6 km + 6 km., SI/GI=30 m

To analyze the problem, the dipping portion of Middle
Bhuban / Lower Bhuban interface in the subthrust part was
taken as an isolated patch and seismic response was generated.
Ray tracing over the patch is shown in Fig. 12 and the stack
response in Fig. 13.

The figures clearly show that the reflection from the
dipping patch is very much available in the stack section and
the shadow zone is none existent. Thus the problem is not in
capturing reflections but lies in positioning them precisely by
migration.

The stack section was then subjected to post stack
time migration using various algorithm available, viz., ω-x,
Kirchhoff summation and wave equation. The results are
displayed in Fig. 14, 15 & 16. Dissatisfied with the result, post

Figure12: Ray tracing of an isolated high dipping patch on LB top

Figure 13: Stack response of the isolated high dipping patch on LB
top corresponding to event AA′ in the stack section. A
continuous patch is recorded as a broken event in time
section
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The pre-stack depth migration (PSDM) was then tried
and the same was successful in imaging the sub surface
(Fig. 18). From this exercise it can be concluded that

! The break in continuity does not constitute a reflection
void or shadow zone.

! PSDM is able to image the sub surface faithfully.

! PSDM is a required processing step and the acquired
data should be of such quality so that PSDM can be
tried upon.

TYPE OF SPREAD AND FAR OFFSET ANALYSIS

Two end-on spreads with opposite shooting
directions and one split spread with 2000 m far offset were
generated to see the impact of type of spread (Fig. 19). It is
found that split spread (Fig. 20) gives better result than either
of the end on. Thus zeroing on symmetric split spread layout
further studies were carried out.

Figure 14: Kirchoff post stack time migration of stack section

Figure 15: Wave equation post stack time  migration of stack section

Figure 16: ω-x post stack time migration of stack section

stack depth migration was tried upon. Though it was able to
image the flat zones successfully, it failed to image the thrust
plane and the dipping sub thrust interfaces (Fig. 17).

Figure 17: Post stack depth migration of stack section

Figure 18: Pre-stack depth migration of gather data
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The mappability of the sub surface was studied using
the stack response by successively reducing the far offset
from the basic survey of 6000 m by a step of 1000 m on either
side. Further, two sets of sections were generated with deep
and shallow mutes, to see the behavior of the weaker events
(Fig. 20-23) and the stronger events (Fig. 24-27) respectively.
The shallow mute also preserves the high amplitude wide-
angle captures, which were getting eliminated due to deeper
mute.

As the offset is successively reduced, it is observed
that events start missing for offsets less than 4000 m on sections
with deep mute (Fig. 20-23) and offsets less than 5000 m on
sections with shallow mute (Fig. 24-27).

Figure 19: Stack section: end on spread=2 km, SI/GI=30m SP located
to the west of spread

Figure 20: Stack section: SSS 2 km + 2 km, SI/GI=30m with deep
mute

Figure 21: Stack section: SSS 3 km + 3 km., SI/GI=30 m with deep
mute

Figure 22: Stack section: SSS 4 km + 4 km., SI/GI=30 m with deep
mute

Figure 23: Stack section: SSS 5 km + 5 km., SI/GI=30 m with deep
mute
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The result of comparison thus gives a clear indication
that a far offset of minimum 4000 m is necessary for this survey.
However, a far offset of 5000 m would be ideal.

LINE LENGTH ANALYSIS

The basic seismic data was shot for the entire length
of 13000 m as shown in geological model. To economize the
number of shots, analysis was carried out by restricting the
shots in steps of 1000 m from both ends and evaluating its
effect on stack sections (Fig. 28-30).

As the line length is successively reduced below
9000 m (Fig. 30), some of the events are missed at the edges.

The conclusion is a shot line length of minimum 9000
m (from 2000-11000 m) is required for imaging the subsurface
properly.

Figure 24: Stack section: SSS 3 km + 3 km., SI/GI=30 m with
shallow mute

Figure 25: Stack section: SSS 4 km + 4 km., SI/GI=30 m with shallow
mute

Figure 26: Stack section: SSS 5 km + 5 km., SI/GI=30 m with shallow
mute

Figure 27: Stack section: SSS 6 km + 6 km., SI/GI=30 m with shallow
mute

Figure 28: Stack section: SSS 6km + 6km., SPs located from 1000
m to 12000 m
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GROUP INTERVAL ANALYSIS

Another symmetric split spread data set was
generated using 20 m group interval with a far offset of 6000 m
(Fig. 31) and compared with the basic section. FK spectra
(Fig. 32 & 33) were compared to see the aliasing aspect. The
spatial aliasing is not seen on the F-K spectrum with 20 m
group interval. However, the section with 30 m group interval
shows aliasing beyond 50 Hz in the FK spectrum. Since, in
reality a signal with a frequency of 50 Hz and above as peak is
almost unachievable, the aliasing is not going to pose any
problem. However, to minimize the chance of aliasing a high
cut filter starting from 40 Hz can be applied initially during
processing before starting signal processing or the traces
may be interpolated to get an effective group interval of 15 m.

Figure 29: Stack section: SSS 6km + 6km., SPs located from 2000 m
to 11000 m

Figure 30: Stack section: SSS 6000 m.+6000 m., SPs located from
3000 m to 10000 m

Figure 31: Stack section: SSS 6 km + 6 km, SI/GI=20 m

Figure 32: FK spectrum of stack section with G.I.: 20m

Figure 33:  FK spectrum of stack section with G.I.: 30m
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Since the primary objective is structural mapping the option
with 30 m group interval can be safely utilized.

PROPOSED GEOMETRY

As a conclusion to the present studies, the following
geometry is proposed:

a) Layout: Symmetrical split spread

b) Far offset: minimum 4000 m (5000 m in ideal case) on
either side

c) Line length: first to last shot distance 9000 m (from 2000-
11000 m)

d) Group interval/ shot interval:
(i) 20 m in ideal case
(ii) 30 m within safe constraints

CONCLUSION

Model based studies for optimizing the recording
parameters and spread geometry in geologically complex areas
is of vital importance. Larger offset than usual for conventional
2D seismic profiling opens the possibility of mapping deeper
reflections in such areas. Phenomenol increase in number of
active channels is necessary in such type of object-oriented
survey.
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